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                                        How Australia’s States, capitals and territories got their names
                                    

                                    by Simon Prokhorova
 April 9, 2024
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                            Why pilots and co-pilots can never eat the same meal
                        

                        
                            Pilots can never eat the same meal as their co-pilots. Aviation professionals are responsible for keeping their crew members alive...

                        

                        by Frank Vandermeer
 December 5, 2023
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                            Insights on the Shortest Commercial Flight | Incredible One Minute Flight
                        

                        
                            By now, it is almost certain you have heard of long flights that take over 20 hours, but did you...

                        

                        by Zara Nash
 November 22, 2023
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                            Tips for travelling alone as a female
                        

                        
                            Traveling by yourself can sometimes be intimidating. If you're a female traveling by yourself, it can sometimes be a bit...

                        

                        by Frank Vandermeer
 November 14, 2023
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                            This is why hotel breakfasts are known as continental breakfasts
                        

                        
                            There are chances that you've stayed in a particular hotel specifically because you wanted the free continental breakfast, maybe you...

                        

                        by Simon Prokhorova
 October 31, 2023
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                            Travelers are getting a truly exciting experience at this unique hotel
                        

                        
                            Reefsuites is the name of a unique and exciting new hotel in Australia. This hotel is known for its luxury...

                        

                        by Frank Vandermeer
 October 19, 2023
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                            How to plan a day trip to El Hornocal in Argentina?
                        

                        
                            Quebrada de Humahuaca, a narrow mountain valley in the Andes of Jujuy province in northwest Argentina, follows a major historic...

                        

                        by Frank Vandermeer
 October 11, 2023
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                            Who was the man who survived 133 days at sea in a life raft?
                        

                        
                            On April 5, 1943, a family was fishing off the coast of Brazil when they spotted a Chinese man in...

                        

                        by Simon Prokhorova
 October 7, 2023
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                            Major scams you need to look out for when traveling
                        

                        
                            Tourists are more vulnerable to scams by shady individuals, and if one is not cautious, you are caught unaware. When...

                        

                        by Simon Prokhorova
 October 5, 2023
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                            Patagonia’s Dientes De Navarino, the world’s southernmost hike
                        

                        
                            In one of the world's corners still remains a relatively unexplored region where a jagged range of windswept mountains, isolated...

                        

                        by Zara Nash
 September 28, 2023
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                            This luxury resort in Dubai is heaven for dogs
                        

                        
                            Dubai has done something which you might not be expecting from anyone to date. It announced the opening of the world’s...

                        

                        by Frank Vandermeer
 September 24, 2023
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